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Tracker Bond Summary Box 

A home for your money that moves with the base rate. 

 The Tracker Bond pays a variable interest rate that tracks at a fixed amount above the Bank of 

England Base Rate over a fixed term 

 Once your bond is open, no withdrawals or early closure are possible 

 Rates can go down as well as up 

Key product information for our Tracker Bond 

Interest rates 

(AERs) 

Variable interest rate tracks at a fixed amount above the Bank of England Base Rate 

over a fixed term. So if the Bank of England Base Rate changes during the term, your 

Tracker Bond interest rate changes by a fixed percentage as well – on the first working 

day of the following month. 

Interest is paid monthly or yearly, depending on choice at account opening. At the end 

of the term, we’ll move your money into a matured funds account unless we hear 

otherwise from you. 

For our latest interest rates go to tsb.co.uk/savings, call 03458 353 862 or drop 

into your local branch. 

Tax status Interest is paid gross (without taking off tax). If you earn more interest than the 

Personal Savings Allowance, you may have to pay additional tax yourself. The 

Personal Savings Allowance is £1,000 for basic rate taxpayers and £500 for higher rate 

taxpayers. Additional rate taxpayers do not receive a Personal Savings Allowance. 

Conditions for 

bonus payment 

Not applicable. 

Withdrawal 

arrangements 

You won’t be able to withdraw your money or close your account before the end of the 

term. We’ll write to you before your account matures to ask what you’d like us to do 

with your money. 

Access Phone and in branch. 

 

Please note Tracker Bonds are subject to availability and may not always be on sale. 

AER stands for Annual Equivalent Rate and illustrates what the interest rate would be if interest was paid and 

compounded once each year. As every advertisement for a savings product which quotes an interest rate, will 

contain an AER you will be able to compare more easily what return you can expect from your savings over 

time. 


